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Refrigerator

Problem Cause and Measures
The refrigerator

does not operate.

� Chec� that the plug and its soc�et are in good condi�on.

� Chec� if there is any problem on main fuse and electrical system of the house.

� Chec� by unplug and wait for 5 minutes before plugging it bac� in.

The refrigerator

does not cool enough.

� Chec� to be sure that the temperature control dial is at the proper posi�on.

� Chec� to see if the refrigerator is overloaded with stu� or there is any hot foodstu� refrigerated inside.

� Is the refrigerator exposed directly to sunlight or heat source?

� Is the refrigerator door completely closed?

� Is the refrigerator door opened frequently?

Vapor generated inside

and outside the cabinet

/ surface of door.

� Condensa�on may appear on the surface of cabinet when humidity is high� e.g. during rainy season or the air circula�on is not 

good.

� If there is condensa�on inside� chec� if the door is completely closed.

� Is the refrigerator frequently opened or le� open for a long �me?

� Is there any hot foodstu� refrigerated inside?

N
o
is

e The refrigerator

generates noise.

� Chec� if the refrigerator is located on a stable floor or is installed properly.

� Chec� if there is any object in contact with the refrigerator.

Lamp does not turn on. � Is the quic� free�ing opera�ng?

� Are the temperature se�ng of Free�er room set to something other than �Med� ?

� Did you open the doors frequently� or store very hot food?

� The learning func�on may automa�cally disable �C�NAVI opera�on during �mes of frequent use.

�C�NAVI operation

is rarely performed.

� Is there a power failure?

If a power failure occurs� the learning function data collected up until that will be lost. �C�NAVI operation will rarely be 

performed 

until the learning function has collected the data again.                                                                                                                                                                                                       

�When replace room lamp� please contact with your authori�ed dealer or service center.

�C�NAVI operation

is stopped part way

though.after washing

� If for example� defros�ng �auto� is turned on during �C�NAVI opera�on� the normal cooling opera�on will need to be 

performed afterwards so �C�NAVI operation may be stopped.

� The learning func�on may be some�mes restart the normal cooling opera�on.

�C�NAVI operation is 

performed too often �the 

�C�NAVI lamp rarely 

turns off�.

� Is the light intensity sensor covered?

� Is there dirt scratches on the control panel �light intensity sec�on�?

� �C�NAVI opera�on may be performed while the refrigerator is being used depending on the condi�ons of use� but the cooling 

performance is maintained.Moving the refrigeratorforward or backward.  Remove the leg cover  and then raise the adjustment legs. 

 Remove the pping protecve devices.

 Disconnect the power plug.

 Move the refrigerator in the forward or bacward direcon.Using excessive force to move the refrigerator or moving it in other than a

forward or bacward direction may damage the floor  so place a board or the lie on the floor.W hen you move ortransport the refrigerator.  Do not transport refrigerators in a horiontal posion.Doing so causes a failure of pipes around the compressor possible to be broen.
 Remove the food and drins in all compartments and discard the remaining

water and ice. Then  move the refrigerator with at least two people.

1  Remove the food and drins and discard water in the water supply tan .
2  Stop the auto ice maing function.  
3  Clean the ice-maing tray. 

4  Remove the leg cover screw in the adjustable

legs. Remove the leg cover before

transporting the refrigerator.
5  Remove the tipping protective devices.

6  Disconnect the power plug.

7  Place a vessel underneath the drainage hole.

Water may spill. Place a cloth  etc. below and in the

vicinity of the vessel.

8  Tilt the refrigerator bacward to drain water from the

drainage hole. To prevent water from leaing out
tilt bac  the refrigerator slowly.
9  When moving the refrigerator  place a protective sheet  etc. on the passage

because water may remain in the evaporating dish.


th

e
rs Defrost  If frost remains on the cooling unit not visible from the outside  in the refrigerator  then water may spill when it is moved.It taes approximately 15 hours for the frost on the cooling unit to melt after the refrigerator power plug is disconnected.
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